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Abstract 
Cultural terms translation has stolen many researchers’ attention lately. It is because of the difficulties 
and challenges in transferring a cultural word in one language to another. In what follows, an analysis 
on cultural terms translation will be tossed about. Specifically, this research will discuss the accuracy 
of cultural terms translation done by Instagram Translation Machine (ITM). According to Newmark 
(1988), there are 5 categories of cultural terms. One of them is dealing with ecology and environment, 
i.e. ecology cultural term. As a qualitative research, this paper will interpret the data based on the 
context (Santosa, 2014: 64). Therefore, some steps are taken to be able to interpret the data. First, 
researcher classifies the ecology terms found in the data. Then, the Indonesian ecology cultural terms 
will be compared with their target language reference. The next step is judging the translation 
accuracy and, finally, researcher will summarize the whole finding. The data are all taken from an 
Instagram account named @wwf_id. To judge the accuracy of the translation, researcher uses 
Nababan’s Translation Accuracy Assessment. The result shows that not accurate translation dominates 
the analysis on accuracy level which is, then, followed by less accurate and accurate translation 
respectively. 
 
Keywords: ecology, cultural terms, translation accuracy 

 
 
Introduction 
Culture is one specific aspect in human languages. Therefore, culture-bound terms or, referred to as, cultural terms 
often exist in one language. As the result, cultural terms often arises problems in translation. The main problem is 
the existence of words and phrases that are heavily grounded to certain culture in one language which are almost 
impossible to be transferred to other languages. Cultural-bound terms appear because each people with different 
languages come from various cultural backgrounds. As the result, the notions for the cultural phenomenon are also 
differed based on their cultural background. It is not impossible, then, that a concept in one language may have 
different forms in other languages.  It is in line with Newmark (1988: 95) who stated that “the more specific a 
language becomes for natural phenomena (e.g., flora and fauna) the more it becomes embedded in cultural features, 
and therefore creates translation problems”.  

Cultural terms according to Baker (in Brasiene, 2013: 5) are “the concepts that appear in language and refer 
to any cultural entity which is usually unfamiliar to the members of the other culture”. Newmark (1988) classifies 
cultural terms in five categories: ecology, material culture, social culture, organizations, and customs or habits. 
This research concerns with all types of cultural terms dealing with the environment and the ecology. Before going 
straight to the data collecting, the distinction should be made to avoid ambiguity whether a word or phrases are 
included into cultural words or not. Words and phrases included into cultural terms are those which do not belong 
to the worldwide clarifying force. It means that cultural terms are only used and understood by those who have 
knowledge on the culture referred.    

Another interesting topic to be discussed in the translators’ environment is the existence of translation 
machine. Translation machine as it is defined by Cheragui refers to translation from one natural language (source 
language (SL)) to another language (target language (TL)) using computerized systems and, with or without human 
assistance (2012: 160).  The existence of this machine gained translators’ various reactions. Some consider 
translation machine a threat while some others consider this an opportunity. Those who find it a threat are being 
afraid that by the development of the technology, translators will lose their jobs. On the other hand, there is also a 
view that translation machine is a ‘God hand’ which will ease translators in doing their jobs. Putting aside those 
pros and cons, this research will analyze the Instagram translation machine’s translation especially dealing with 
specific words or phrases in ecology. This research aims at analyzing whether Instagram translation machine has 
translated certain ecological terms correctly or not. 
 
Methodology  
Analyzing the reality happen in language context, this research is categorized as Descriptive Qualitative Research.   
It is said to be descriptively written because the writer performs the research in deep, detail, and complete 
description about why and how something happen (Sutopo, 2006: 136). As a qualitative research, the method that 
accommodates the research will be used. The research is done by making use of the interactive analysis model by 
Miles and Huberman (in Santosa 2014: 66). The steps in performing the research are collecting the data, reducing 
the data, displaying the data and drawing conclusion for the research.  

The data of the research are collected by documentation and observation techniques. Documentation 
technique is done by collecting the data from an Instagram Account named @wwf.id, an independent organization 
of Indonesia which concerns on the natural conservation. This account was chosen because it contains many cultural 
words dealing with the environment. Ecology cultural terms in an Instagram account named @wwf.id are various. 
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The terms in the categories of flora, fauna, social and organization dealing with ecology are existed there. There 
are 33 ecological terms found in the account during 2 months period. Those 33 data are then analyzed to be put to 
their domain – the classification of cultural terms dealing with environment. This process is similar to reducing the 
data in Miles and Huberman’s analysis model. The data are in the form of word and phrases which considered culture-
bound written in Bahasa Indonesia and their translation in English provided by Instagram translation machine. The 
next step is to display the data. In this step, the classified data are shown after the process of assessing the 
translation accuracy. Last of all, the researcher drawn conclusion derived from the data analysis by using the 
instrument of research chosen beforehand. 

The instrument used in the research is the Translation Accuracy Assessment by Nababan (2012). This 
instrument is used to assess whether the translation result of the culture-bound words and phrases in the data are 
translated accurately or not. According to Nababan (2012: 44), a translation is accurate when it meets the three 
aspects in translation; they are aspect of accuracy, acceptability, and readability. Among the tree of those aspects, 
accuracy is the weightiest (Nababan, 2012: 52). It is in line with the basic concept of translation as the process of 
meaning transfer from source to target text. Thus, this research concerns only on the most important aspect of 
translation accuracy; that is the accuracy of cultural terms translation. The assessment is drawn in the table below. 

 
Table 1 
Translation Accuracy Assessment Instrument 

Translation Categories Score Qualitative Parameter 
Acurate 3 Word meanings, technical terms, phrases, clauses, sentences or the 

text of the source language are accurately transferred to the target 
language; there is no meaning distortion at all. 

Less Accurate 2 Generally, word meanings, technical terms, phrases, clauses, 
sentences or the text of the source language are accurately 
transferred to the target language. But, there are some meaning 
distortions, doubled meaning translation (ambiguous) or reduction of 
meaning which distort the whole message. 

Inaccurate 1 Word meanings, technical terms, phrases, clauses, sentences or text 
of the source language are not accurately transferred to the target 
language or deleted. 

 
Finding and Discussion 
The finding of the data analysis shows that most of the ecology terms found in an Instagram account named @wwf.id 
are diverse in their level of accuracy. Not accurate translation dominates the finding by 40%. Less accurate 
translations are found in 36% of the data while the other 24% are accurate translation. The more explanation on the 
result of the data analysis is shown at the following: 

 
Inaccurate Translation 
Based on the parameter of translation accuracy assessment, inaccurate translations are those which meanings are 
not accurately transferred to the target language or deleted. In the case of ecology terms translation, inaccurate 
translation is resulted from the inability of the translator, in this case Instagram Translation machine, in analyzing 
the source language term and deciding the proper target language term for the word or phrases. The following are 
some examples of inaccurate translation. 
 

  SL : Ikan yang masih anakan (juvenil) perlu diberi kesempatan untuk berkembang biak. 
 TL : the fish that is still chicks (juvenile) needs to be given a chance to breed. 
 
In the preceding case, the ecology term noticed is the word anakan, originally Javanese word, which actually 

mean the baby of an animal. Instagram translation machine translates this term into chicks which literally mean 
baby bird or chicken. This translation result is said to be inaccurate because of the meaning inaccuracy delivered in 
the target language. The concept of the word anakan in Javanese is wider than in English. Indonesian used the word 
anakan followed by the name of the animal to name the baby of the animal. For instance, Indonesian will say 
anakan ayam to mention the chicks. In this case, the word anakan refers to the word ikan. So, it must be baby fish 
which is being talked about in that caption. Therefore, the most correct word to replace anakan in that caption is 
the fry or baby fish.  

The other data dealing with ecological term is at the following: 
 

SL : Sayangnya, spesies ini banyak diburu bagian balungnya untuk dijadikan ukiran dan aksesoris, 
dan dijual ke pasar gelap internasional. 

TL : Unfortunately, the species is widely hunted by the part part to make engraving and accessories, 
and is sold to the international dark market. 

 
The word balung is a Javanese expression for tulang in Indonesia. The complete caption of the data above 

discusses the conservated animal, Rangkong Gading (Rhinoplax vigil) which currently being hunted by many people 
to be sold illegally. This part of the caption tells the reader that Rangkong gading are sometimes also sold by its 
bone to be the material for making accessories. Unfortunately, instagram translation machine fails to translate this 
perfectly. The word balung is translated by making generalization into part which does not give complete 
information about what part is being talked about. Here, meaning loss is taking place. Therefore, the translation 
result above is considered inaccurate. 
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Inaccurate translation can also be seen in the next data: 
 

SL : Gula yang seringkali sulit dibedakan dengan Gula Jawa atau Gula Palem ini terbuat dari nira 
pohon enau yang diolah secara tradisional. 

TL : Sugar that is often difficult to distinguish with javanese sugar or palm sugar is made of 
traditional nira tree. 

 
 Nira is Indonesian word used to describe the watery liquid in plants or trees which can be translated into 

sap in English. On the other hand, pohon enau can be translated into English as palm tree. Hence, the actual 
intention of the writer is to talk about the sap of a palm tree which can be made into palm sugar through traditional 
method. In this case, the failure of the Intagram translation machine can be seen by how it represents the meaning 
of nira pohon enau into English. Here, deletion, established equivalent, and pure borrowing techniques are applied. 
No restructuring applied in the process of translating this term which results the inaccurate translation. By translated 
the term into nira tree, the translator changes the intended meaning in the target language. The intended meaning 
should be the sap of palm tree not nira tree. The sap of palm tree means a tree named palm produced sap not a 
tree named nira. 

 
Less Accurate Translation 
Less accurate translation is signaled by the result of translation which meanings are partially transferred to the 
target language. It can be said so because a less accurate translation has generally transferred the meaning to the 
target language but some ambiguity, meaning distortion or meaning reduction still exist in the translation product. 
Below are the brief discussions on the finding of the research: 
 

SL : Ada berbagi aneka lomba seperti lomba masak dari bahan yang didapat di hutan mangrove, 
lomba debat panglima laot. 

TL : There are various races such as the cooking competition of the ingredients obtained in the 
mangrove forest, the debate competition of panglima laot. 

 
The term laot is the way Acehnese, one of Indonesia’s province, calls laut or sea. In the finding, Instagram 

translation machine does not translate the word laot into English. It can be said that the technique used is pure 
borrowing. This translation is categorized as less accurate translation because the meaning has actually been 
transferred whole-fully to the target language considering that the translator is domestication oriented. Even so, 
the translation will be improved if it is translated with embedded explanation or description to let the reader of the 
target language understand the concept of laot. In this case of Instagram translation machine translation, the result 
of the translation is strongly affected by the source language. Instagram translation machine will just translate 
what’s stated in the caption without adding any more information. 

 
SL : Juli 2019, masyarakat pemilik ulayat (hak wilayah adat) melakukan kegiatan sasi di Pantai Jeen 

Syuab. 
TL : July 2019, the community of the owner of costumary (the rights of the indigenous region) 

conducted sasi activities at jeen syuab beach. 
 

In the other place of the data, the source language text provides the explanation for the cultural word to 
give further information to the reader. This means that translation machine owns by Instagram has actually deliver 
the intended information. The problem occurs in this part of the data is the wrong word taken by Instagram as the 
translation. Considering that there is already the additional information or description about the term ulayat, it is 
better if the translator keeps the word ulayat as it is. This decision is in line with the domestication ideology in 
which cultural terms is preserved while making sure that the reader of the target language understands the concept 
of the source language. 

 
 SL : Siapa yang suka gula aren? 
 TL : Who likes sugar aren? 
 
The data above is also an example of less accurate translation. Generally, the head term of gula aren has 

already translated into sugar in target language. But, once again, it has not represented complete information. The 
word aren is not translated to the target language. It will make the reader of the target language understand the 
meaning in general way. To have a better translation, it is better to translate the term into palm sugar which is 
commonly known in the target language. 

 
Accurate Translation 
The best product of translation should be categorized into accurate translation in which the whole message of the 
source language is transferred to the target language without any ambiguity, meaning reduction or meaning 
distortion. Thought the finding of the research is dominated by inaccurate translation, some accurate translations 
are still existed. The following are some of them. 
 

SL : Kukang sumatra atau yang dikenal dengan si malu malu merupakan primata yang dilindungi 
oleh Undang-Undang No. 5 tahun 1990. 

TL : The sumatran sloth or known as the coy is a primate protected by law no. 5 years 1990. 
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Indonesian, especially those living in Sumatra used to call the Sumatran sloth as si malu-malu. It is because 
the nature of sloth which is truly graceful, calm, and shy. The phrase si malu-malu in the SL is translated accurately 
to the TL. There is no ambiguity or meaning distortion in the translation. Therefore, it is categorized as accurate 
translation.  

The other accurate translation found in the data is at the following: 
 

SL : Perempuan di desa penengah krui, provinsi lampung, terbiasa menyusuri sungai way laai sambil 
membawa tongkat kayu, karung goni, dan babalang - bakul lonjong yang terbuat dari rotan yang 
digunakan untuk membawa hasil panen damar. 

TL : Women in the village of penengahan krui Lampung Province, used to go down the river way laai 
while carrying wooden stick, burlap sacks, and babalang - a oblong basket made of rattan used 
to bring the result of the harvest of damar. 

 
The above is Indonesian cultural word that belongs to material culture based on Newmark classification on 

cultural words. The word babalang in Indonesia means a basket of oval shape that was made of rattan used to carry 
rosin corps. The use of pure borrowing technique in this part of the text is the best decision because it does not 
reduce the cultural element of the source language in the target language. Furthermore, there also available the 
description of what babalang is in the source text that is translatable by the Instagram translation machine.  
 
Conclusion  
Instagram translation machine is not a reliable machine for the target language reader who wants to understand 
certain cultural terms in the source language. It is because Instagram translation machine works in a similar way to 
the google translate machine. It will just produce the translation product based on what is provided by the source 
text. It has no ability to analyze and restructure the text which is translated. Therefore, what is existed in the text 
is what is translated. Instagram translation machine never gives additional information, description or more 
explanation about the cultural terms being translated. It is also indicated that Instagram translation machine does 
a word-for-word translation. Therefore, the translation product of a translation machine can only be used as a 
referent for further exploration on the intended meaning. 

Through this mini research, researcher concludes that translation machine has been found to help human in 
understanding the information provided in other languages they do not really understand. Translation machine 
provides a gist of information about the text by its translation. It means that even though some of the translations 
are considered improper and inaccurate, people still can guess the whole information by using the clues given by 
translation machine. Therefore, it also requires the users’ careful attention on the possibilities of the real meaning 
of the text. 
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